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Secluded and serene - Facial Bungalow creates atmosphere before
entrance



Premiere skincare is the curating compliment of Beverly Hills. For Trina Renea, her developed profession as both salon
specialist tied in with medical grade, clinically trained esthetician creates a double life spent in both idyllic West Hollywood
and the epicenter of cosmetic surgery - a split work personality titling her “The Skin Master” as a premier Beverly
Hills/Angelinos Medical Licensed Esthetician.

Enclosed back patio perfect for lounging while waiting for an afternoon
treatment
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Renea shares her time between Rapaport Dermatology of Beverly Hills at 436 N. Bedford Dr. – the most exclusive skin
treatment building in all of California, and her very own medical spa located in the heart of West Hollywood, Facial
Bungalow. Rapaport Dermatology is, as the name suggests; a high-end dermatology center where treatment is
acquired in a beautiful, safe and sterile environment surrounded by professionals of the highest caliber run by sought after
father and daughter dermatologists Dr. J Marvin, MD and Dr. Vicki Rapaport, MD combining with Renea for a lethal
combination of practiced, licensed experts handling the precise art of acne surgery at their dermatology practice.
Paparazzi quite literally post themselves across the street with cameras poised, waiting in angst for the next starlet to
come fresh out of a treatment with renowned Beverly Hills doctors. 

Renea completed her formal training at the Dermal Institute and Aesthetics International, a rigorous postgraduate
school in Los Angeles, now a member of the State Board of Cosmotology. To date, Renea still works one to two days a
week at Rapaport Dermatology while also running her consistently booked spa in an interesting choice of
location. Facial Bungalow occupies a secluded home in the heart of West Hollywood at 7931 Santa Monica Blvd,
hidden from the bustling streets and discovered only by those lucky enough to be in the know. The discrete and much
sought after spa offers an intimate get-away with a long list of tailor made, relaxing and powerful treatments; from
extractions to anti-aging facials. Treatment rooms at Facial Bungalow are ethnically decorated in East Asian décor,
creating an ambient Zen-like setting; each with its own private entrance and comfortable reception with chilled cucumber
water and Tazo teas.

Zen atmosphere radiates through gardern statues and foliage


Amongst gourmet treatments offered by Renea and her skilled team are Oxygen Detox Therapy, Bungalow Signature
Facial, and the Oscar Treatment. Rena’s spa is a source of anti-aging regimens including “The Skin Maestro” – a
premiere medical device imported from Europe using micro-current and ultra sound treatments to expel wrinkles and
revitalize damaged skin, also known as a ‘non-surgical facelift.’ 
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Intimate lighting sets the tone for relaxing at Facial Bungalow


Par with revolutionary technology that begets the ‘Maestro’ is Trina Renea Skincare, developed over the course of nine
years whilst working with some of the best chemists in the United States. Her not-so-secret passion has led Renea to
develop a product line that combines the healing properties of organic compounds with medical conditioning of chemical
substances in order to form products that are both remedial and clinically effective. Her line is a complete range of clinical
quality products, inclusive of high grade cleansers, mists, moisturizers and serums.

Trina’s non-invasive and highly-effective approach to beautiful, younger looking skin is testament to her years of practice
and constant search for the most effective treatments utilizing the latest skin technology available - some of which are the
sole  in the US. Intertwining these tools with highly skilled and hand selected Estheticians who have been privately trained
by Trina, Facial Bungalow is a coveted find made of one of the best teams in Los Angeles.

Private rooms for an exclusive treatment by Trina or her trained staff


Facial Bungalow is a must visit with Renea’s personal card a must have for highly effective acne surgery at Rapaport
Dermatology or tailor-made facials, peels and a long list of medical spa treatments at Facial Bungalow. 
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